
S T O R I E S  A N D  V I D E O

M I N I  T R A I N I N G



W H Y  V I D E O ?

Lights, camera, action!
 
Every day Internet users watch a staggering one billion hours of video content on
YouTube and a further 100 million hours on Facebook. It is predicted that by 2020 there
will be close to 1 million minutes of video crossing the internet every second (Cisco).
 
Instagram, once strictly for photos, is fast becoming a key platform for sharing video
content. The introduction of Stories, Instagram Live and IGTV is clear evidence that video
is here to stay. 
 
 
 

Video content is one of the most effective ways to connect with your ideal customer.
 
Showing your face on video builds relationships quickly. It accelerates the Know > Like >
Trust process. As opposed to one-dimensional written captions, with video people can
connect with you on multiple levels; they hear your voice, see your face and read your
body language. 
 
Studies have shown that the human brain finds video more engaging and memorable
than other types of content. 
 
If you need another reason to consider video for your business, video has been shown to
be a highly effective driver of purchase conversions. Product demonstration videos
provide a fantastic opportunity to build awareness, inform and overcome objections held
by those at the consideration phase of purchasing.
 

Nearly 50% of internet users look for videos related to a product or service before
visiting a store (Google)

 
80% of consumers believe having demonstration videos are helpful when making
purchases (Blue Corona)

 
 



H O W  T O  U S E  V I D E O

There are a number of video types you can incorporate video into your social media
content strategy, including:
 

Branding: Creates brand awareness via storytelling
Presentation or announcement
Educational: Tips, tricks, answering questions
Product: Shows a product's details and features
Product demonstration: Shows a product in action and explains how to use
Behind the scenes: Creates an intimate connection with followers
Series: Breaks lengthy content into smaller, easy-to-consume chunks
Customer testimonials or reviews
Interviews: Showcases customers, industry experts, suppliers, celebrities 
Live video: Any/all of the above can be presented live.

 
 
 

 

POV (point of view shot): Video filmed from your perspective
Talking head video: Subject talks directly to camera
Slideshow: A series of photographs or images in sequence
Slow motion: Recorded footage at a slower speed
Time-lapse: Film frames are captured at lower frequency. When played at normal
speed, time appears to be moving faster and thus lapsing
Hyperlapse: Time-lapse photography to create motion shots
Looping video or Boomerang:  A burst of photos stitched together into a mini video
that plays forward and backward.

 
 

Instagram Stories: Still images or videos 15 seconds or less. 24 hour lifespan
Instagram feed: Square or horizontal videos up to 60 seconds in duration
Live: Broadcast in real time. Up to 60 minutes duration. 24 hour post-broadcast
lifespan
IGTV: Pre-recorded, long-format vertical content. 10 minutes duration (longer for large
accounts).

 
 
 



I N S T A G R A M  S T O R I E S

Instagram Stories are where the party's at and they are now watched by over 500
million users every day (double that of rival Snapchat).
 
Instagram stories provide a simple (but highly-effective) entry point into video
marketing. These 15-second clips appear at the top of the newsfeed and are also
discoverable via the Explore tab. Unlike feed posts, photos and videos shared to
Stories vanish after 24 hours (unless saved to your Highlights).
 
 

Stories are a great way to complement your feed content, to engage with your
audience and provide a behind-the-scenes look at your brand. The key to creating
great Stories is variety, value and consistency.
 

When creating a story think of the traditional story arc: A beginning, middle and
end. Don’t leave your audience hanging by starting a story and then failing to follow
through – e.g. cooking a meal and then not showing the final product
Use all of the available features such as location tagging, polls, questions, GIFs and
music to optimise performance
Add to your Stories daily. Having a regular supply of content will ensure that your
brand stays top of mind 
Save your best performing Stories to your profile Highlights

 
 
Canva has an extensive library of free Instagram Story templates that you can
customise to match your branding and plug your own imagery into. Either download as
a static image or experiment with the simple animations available.
   
There are also numerous Instagram Story template apps available to download or
purchase (see ideas in the Tools section below).
 

One of the reasons Instagram Stories are so powerful is their unique ability  to create
engagement - the secret sauce to Instagram success. When creating Stories, consider
how you can invite engagement from your followers, rather than passive consumption. 
 
Some ideas to get users to take action:

Shoutouts – mention your followers/suppliers/clients using the @tag feature
Share user-generated content or share other people’s feed posts to your Stories
Share Stories you’ve been tagged in
Encourage and invite DMs to get people into your inbox so you can provide further
information and strengthen your relationship
Ask questions and ask people to respond by DM, poll or by using the question or
Quiz stickers
Share your own feed posts to your Stories and add an enticing content hook to
encourage users to tap through to the feed
Try the new 'Chat' feature to start a private conversation with a group

 

https://www.canva.com/


I N S T A G R A M  L I V E

Instagram’s Live video feature allows you to broadcast, in real time, for up to 60
minutes. Following the broadcast, a recording is available to view on-demand for 24
hours.
 
Live video provides a unique opportunity to converse with your audience. Hosts can
use face filters and invite other Instagram users to join them in the broadcast - which is
also shared on the invited guest's Stories (double exposure!).
 
The  Instagram algorithm favours Live content and sends push notifications to your
followers. Users can find trending live videos via the Explore page - providing another
opportunity to boost account reach and discoverability.
 

From the newsfeed, tap the camera icon in the top left of the screen
Select ‘LIVE’ from the various recording formats along the bottom and you’ll receive
a countdown message as the Live begins
At the end of your broadcast tap “End” in the top right-hand corner of the screen.

 

I G T V
Instagram’s answer to YouTube, IGTV, is a unique platform for vertical*, long-format
video content. There is the option to post and watch from the IGTV app or within
Instagram itself.
 
Videos can be up to 10 minutes in length for unverified users or up to 60 mins for
larger, verified, accounts. 
 
Whereas Instagram Live tends to be more timely and geared towards engaging with
your audience, your IGTV channel should be used as a reference hub for your business
where you can house 'evergreen' content. Of course you can also repurpose saved Live
videos to IGTV.
 
*IGTV now supports landscape videos. The recommended aspect ratio is 9:16 for
vertical videos or or 16:9 for horizontal. 
 

Before uploading IGTV videos you need to set up your channel. You can upload IGTV
videos from mobile and from your desktop (handy if you already have saved videos).
 

https://help.instagram.com/225190788256708
https://help.instagram.com/2059047654316237
https://help.instagram.com/2059047654316237


V I D E O  C O N T E N T  I D E A S
When it comes to the ways you can use video, you are limited only by your imagination.
 
The ideas presented below can be adapted to suit any video format from Stories to the
feed, IGTV and Live and you can also adopt many of these ideas for other social media
platforms.
 

Take your audience on a tour of your home/office/workspace
Outfit of the day – not just for fashion bloggers
Share your to-do list or done list once you’ve ticked off some major wins
Photoshoots/interviews/podcasts
Events you are attending or working at 
Day in the life of video or your daily routines e.g.

Morning ritual
End of day routine
Skincare/makeup/fitness routine
Domestic duties: Cleaning or meal prep

 

Product creation – from concept to design to production
Before and after
Product showcase – share the features, function and benefits
Sneak peek of new products (e.g. up close look at the fabric) or a teaser about what’s
coming up in your business
Record a hyper-lapse of someone packaging an order or get creative with stop-motion
footage
Answer a FAQ

 

Share your bloopers reel
Have a dance off 
Memes, quotes
Ask a question
Conduct a poll
Challenges

Self-care challenge
Fitness challenge
Daily journaling challenge
Meal prep challenge

Create your own branded save-and-fill templates – e.g.
 



Share blog posts, podcasts or other core content
Re-purpose and cross-promote content from your feed to Stories or from Stories to
IGTV
Create teaser videos about what's happening on your other platforms (e.g. in a
Facebook group) or what your mailing list is about to receive

 

Time-saving, productivity, hacks
Your favourite apps, books, podcasts, tools
A mini workout video
Recipes
Screencast with step-by-step instructions on how to ____
Show users how/where to find something on your website or how to subscribe
Create an intro video about a blog post and ask viewers to visit your website to find
out more
Q&A or interview

 

Re-share tagged posts and Stories
Share screenshots of DMs you've received 
Customer testimonial videos – talking head or animated text videos
Feature a special guest or try an Instagram Stories takeover – invite a
guest/influencer/customer to create and share Stories to your account for a day
Customer unboxing video

 
 

Major company updates and announcements
Competition launches and/or winner announcements
Q&A on a set topic – ask followers to submit their questions beforehand
Invite special guests to do a Live with you – e.g. industry experts, suppliers, clients

Present as a one-off video or weekly series
Step-by-step tutorials
Behind-the-scenes at events

 

An introduction to you and your business
Tutorial (e.g. cooking demonstration, styling lesson)
Coaching session or presentation
A series of educational videos 
Boxing or unboxing videos
In interview or Q&A session with a special guest
Case studies
Product demonstration

 



       ~ COLOURED BACKGROUNDS ~

Within the Instagram app itself there are a
number of options to enhance your Stories. 
 
To get started, open the app, go to your home
feed and tap the camera icon in the top left.
 
When you’re happy with your creation, tap the
‘Your story’ icon in the bottom left to share.
 
The Facebook Stories app doesn't have all of the
functionality (yet) that the Instagram app does.
To overcome this, create Stories in Instagram
then re-post on Facebook.

I N S T A G R A M

V I D E O  T O O L S

                                                                          ~  GIFS ~
These fun l itt le  animated videos/icons can make the simpleset  of  Stories eye-catching
and memorable.  To add a GIF,  hit  the ‘st icker’  icon > GIF and make your selection.
 
GIFs also make great backgrounds.  Take a photo of  anything,  as above,  and add a GIF
of  your choice.  Then stretch it  out unti l  i t  f i l ls  the whole screen.  Hit  the down arrow
and save this  to your camera rol l .  
 
You can also add multiple GIFs to one story to create an animated ‘wallpaper’ .  See
examples below. 



            ~ ANIMATED TYPOGRAPHY ~

This nifty little app allows you to add
animated text.
 
Swipe up to add your image or video (or a
coloured background saved from
Instagram) and double tap to add text.
 
TIP: Create a bunch of plain backgrounds in
your brand colours (either in Canva or
within the Instagram app) and save these to
your camera roll ready to use.

H Y P E  T Y P E

              ~ BRANDED TEMPLATES ~
 
Who doesn’t love Canva? I use it daily to
create memes, graphics, printables and
even this workbook!
 
The Canva mobile app has a library of
Stories templates.
 
Within the Canva app create a design and
select ‘Instagram Story’ (Facebook and
Instagram stories are the same size) and
choose a template.
 
Update with your own images or choose
from the vast Canva image library. Change
the font, colours and filters to suit your
needs.

C A N V A

                        ~ VIDEO BUILDER ~
 
This app, by GoPro, is amazing! Create high-
quality videos with just a few clicks. 
 
It has pre-set templates with different
transitions, music and text options.
 
Upload images and videos and Quik creates
a professional looking video for you. Simply
adjust the font, filters and titles to suit your
needs.  

Q U I K



                  ~ OLD MOVIE EFFECT ~
 
This app creates a grainy old movie effect
for your videos. Add a projector sound
effect for extra #nostalgia

8 M M

           ~ AUTOMATIC SUBTITLES ~
 
Make your Stories and feed videos
accessible for those are hearing
impaired or listening without sound.
Simply open the app and record your
video. Clipomatic will automatically
transcribe subtitles. Edit and download
your fully-captioned video. 
 
Note: iOS only. Android users, check
out https://www.kapwing.com/

C L I P O M A T I C

                   ~ VIDEO EDITING ~

InShot allows you to quickly piece together
multiple photos and videos, add text,
effects and (non-commercial) music.

I N S H O T

InShot really is a one stop shop. If you try
nothing else, try this.



V I D E O  B E S T  P R A C T I C E
Think mobile first.  75% of all video plays are on mobile devices so create mobile-
friendly square or vertical videos
Videos under 2 minutes long get the most engagement so keep it short and sweet
Instagram videos play silently unless the viewer taps to turn on the sound and many
people watch Stories on silent so add on-screen captions 
Use the first few seconds wisely to capture attention
33% of viewers stop watching after 30 seconds so front-load videos with the most
important message first and/or provide an incentive to watch to the end
Decide on a style guide for your videos that matches your overall brand aesthetic. Use
the same fonts, colours and music where possible so that your content is easily
recognisable
Present one key idea per video
Hard selling rarely works. Instead, use video to tell a story that will engage your
audience
Post a mix of fun, lighthearted content and promotional content
When creating your video strategy, everything you post should come back to your
brand goals

Ensure that you create videos that align with your key content themes/pillars
Each video should serve a different purpose e.g. Shop, DM, engage, read IG post,
visit website, watch IGTV, visit Facebook

Include a call to action to encourage viewers to engage with your content or take the
next desired action after watching.

 

K E Y  T A K E A W A Y S

Ease into video creation and build your confidence with Instagram Stories
Capture attention in the first few seconds to entice users to watch more
Live video  creates a unique opportunity to interact directly with your fans and
followers and accelerates the Know > Like and > Trust process
IGTV is great for 'evergreen' content that has a long shelf life
There are a huge number of video creation tools and templates available  for free
or at low cost. Experiment with different effects and techniques to see what works
best for your needs and your audience.

 
 



N O T E S  A N D  A C T I O N  I T E M S  

 



This workbook has been adapted from Instagram Unpacked - my 6 week online group
coaching program. Round 2 kicks off in early 2020. Find out more.

 
I hope that you found this information useful. Let me know how you get on by emailing
me at hello@shallwesocial.com.au and be sure to connect with me on Facebook.

F I N D  M E  O N  F A C E B O O K

Hi, I'm Kryshla (sounds like Hare Krishna),
 
I’m a social media coach on a mission to make Instagram fun again and remove
those icky feelings of overwhelm. I provide tools, techniques and coaching to
savvy business owners, like you, to save you time and boost your confidence
online. 
 
Find out more about how we can work together here.
 
 
Lot's of 'Likes', 
 

A B O U T  S H A L L  W E  S O C I A L

https://www.shallwesocial.com.au/instagram-unpacked
https://www.facebook.com/shallwesocial/
https://www.shallwesocial.com.au/social-media-coaching

